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One of MasTec’s premier suppliers, 
 
The shortlist for the Electronics Industry Awards 2020 was
extremely pleased to see that ITECH has been shortlisted in the POWER PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 
trophy. The Electronics Industry Awards is a premier event that r
products and business practices from across the electronics sector, and has become a highlight of 
the industry calendar since its inception. Only 5 products are shortlisted in this year's "Power 
Products of the Year" trophy. ITECH is the only power electronics company selected in the world

ITECH is a professional manufacturer of power electronics test instruments, "Customer oriented" 
is the principle of all ITECH's activities. We do our best to know deeper potential power tes
requirements of various industries. 

ITECH’s shortlist product IT-M3600 series is a combination of bidirectional power supply and 
regenerative electronic load. It comes with cutting
engineers’ innovative inspiration, 800W in only 1U half
traditional design. Meanwhile, IT
switch between the bidirectional power supply and the regenerative electronic load. When used 
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as a load, its energy recovery function can convert the absorbed DC power into AC power and 
return it to the grid. When used as a power supply, it can also be used as a wide range 
bidirectional DC power supply, it reduces the space, cost and efforts on DUT for s
meet the multiple requirements of enterprises for testing equipment.

IT-M3600 has high efficient regenerative rate (up to 90%), sink energy and feedback remaining 
power to the local grid cleanly, saves the cost for both electricity and 
low noise testing environment, and meets the requirements of sustainable development strategy 
and energy saving and environmental protection.
 
IT-M3600 with high-precision output and measurement, it is suitable for multiple test f
as multi-module batteries, multi
devices (SIC semiconductor, IGBT, etc.).
 
IT-M3600 Bidirectional Power Supply
♦ 1U half rack, high power density
♦ One button switch between source and load
♦ Bidirectional energy flow between DUT and grid
♦ High efficient power regeneration
♦ Battery test 
♦ Battery simulation 
♦ 8 operating mode: CC/CV/CP/CR/CV+CC/CC+CR/CV+CR/CV+CC+CP+CR
♦ Independent control of multi-channels, implement synchronization or proportional tracking
♦ Parallel up to 16 units 
 
Electronics Industry Awards 2020 is the focus of the European electronics industry this year. 
ITECH is honored to participate in and shortlisted of POWER PRO
the first time. The awards ceremony will be larger than ever. The winners will be announced at 
the awards ceremony in the famous Tower Hotel in London on September 24, 2020. Let’s look 
forward to this moment together!
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